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AXIOMATIC   COHOMOLOGY  FOR  BANACH  MODULES

I.  G.  CRAW

Abstract. A characterisation is given of the cohomology

functor for Banach modules over a fixed Banach algebra. The

result is used to simplify the proofs of two known isomorphism

theorems.

1. Introduction. In [2], B. E. Johnson shows how the Hochschild

cohomology theory for modules over an algebra may be extended to

define (useful) cohomology groups //"(?(, X) for Banach modules X over

an arbitrary Banach algebra 9Í. These groups are given explicitly in terms

of a certain cochain complex. We draw attention in this note to the

abstract characterisation of these groups. This characterisation has also

been noted by J. L. Taylor, and in [5, Proposition 3.7] he obtains a theorem

for more general topological algebras, which includes our Theorem 1.

Our main concern with the result here is that it simplifies the proofs of

known isomorphism theorems.

If 91 is a Banach algebra, A(5T) is the double centralizer algebra of %

and X is a Banach A(9f)-module, then Johnson has shown [2, Proposition

1.9] that, with certain restrictions on the module, //"(9Í, £*)=

ftn(Ae)i), X*) (« = 0, 1, • • ■). A similar result is due to Sinclair [4];

he shows that if 3 is an ideal in 9Í having a bounded approximate identity,

and X is a Banach SÍ/3-module, then Hn(*&, ï*)^//"(9I/3, X*). By

exploiting the uniqueness involved in the characterisation of these

cohomology groups, we are able to give shorter, although nonconstructive,

proofs of these two isomorphisms.

We assume familiarity with the definitions and notation used in Chapter

1 of [2]. In particular, we write L"(9(, X) for the space of continuous

«-linear maps from 91 to X, writing conventionally L°(9l, X)=X. If X is a

Banach ^(-module, we define <5°=0, and for n^O,

on+i:LnÇ}ï,X)^L"+1(%X)
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by

ôn+1T(ax,   ■ ■ , a„JrX) = flj • T(a2,   • ■, an+x)

n

+ 2 (_ O'TÍíí!, • • •, atai+x, • ■ ■, an4X)

+ (- iy+1T(ax, • • ■, aj • aB+1   (ffls • • •, an+x e %).

It follows that <S"+1<5ri=0, and we define the cohomology groups of ft,

with coefficients in X, by

Hn(% X) = Ker á"+1/Im ó".

I am grateful to both B. E. Johnson and A. M. Sinclair for pre-

publication copies of their work, and also to C. Maclachlan for drawing

my attention to abstract results of the type given in Theorem 1.

2. The axiomatic characterization. Let 'it be a Banach algebra, 33!

and 232 Banach îl-modules, and X an arbitrary Banach space. The Banach

space L1(231ê932, X) becomes a Banach 2t-module if we define

a ■ T(bx ® b2) = T(bxa ® b2),        T • a(bx <g> b2) = T(bx <g> ab2),

and then extend the maps by linearity and continuity to <$>x(&'$>2.

Lemma 1. Let ï( be a unital Banach algebra, and 23 a Banach %-module.

Then for any Banach space X,

H»(% L1^ <| 23, X)) = {0}        (« ^ 1).

Proof. Let Te L*(% L1^®», X)), and suppose that on+1T=0; we

must find some S e L'^Çiï, L1^®», X)) with ônS= T. If we define

S(ax, • • • , an_x)(a ® b) = T(a, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an_x)(e <g> b),

then S extends to an element of Ln~1(%, D(%®^,, X)). Now

ônS(ax, ■ ■ ■ , an)(a 8 b) = Tíao^ a2, • • • , aj(e ® 6)

7!-l

+ 2 (-lyT^'i*!, • ■ • , a¿ai+1, • ■ •, a„)(e <g> i>)
¿=i

+ (-l)"T(a, ax,--- , an_x)(e ® a„fc),

and since in particular dn+1T(a, ax, ■ ■ • , a.„)(e®b)=0,

0 = T(ax, ■ ■ ■ , an)(a ® b) - T^^, •   •, aj(e ® fc)
n-l

+ 2 (-l)i+1T(a, fll> • • • , atai+x, ■■■ , an)(e ® b)
¡=i

+ (-l)"+1T(a, a» • • •, an_x)(e ® anb).
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Adding, we have

ènS(ax, ■•-, an)(a ® b) = T(ax, • ••, a„)(fl « 6),

and so d"S= T as required.

Theorem 1 (see [3, Theorem X • 3 ■ 3]1). Let 9Í be a unital Banach

algebra, and let (€ be the category of unital Banach %-modules and con-

tinuous %-module homomorphisms. Then for each «2:0, //™(9I, _) is a

covariant functor from i? to the category of vector spaces and linear maps

such that

(i) H°(% X) = {x e X:xa=ax (a e 9)} for each object Xetf; H°(% d) =

0|//°(9Í, X)for each morphism 6 e <€.

(ii) If0~+X—*■ 9)—>-3—*"0 is an exact sequence in <ê, split as a sequence of

Banach spaces, then there is a long exact sequence

-> Hn(% X) -* Hn{% 9)) — H«(% 3) — H"+\%, X)-*---.

(iii) IfX is an object in '€, so is L^îlôît, X), and

//"(9I, UW ® 91, X)) = {0}        (n ̂  1).

Further, ifKn(%, _) is another sequence of functors having these properties,

then there is a natural isomorphism K"CH, X)^//"(9I, X) (n^.0).

Proof. We note first that //"(9I, _) has the above properties. It is

immediate from the definition that (i) holds, (ii) is proved in [2, Proposi-

tion 1.7], while (iii) follows from Lemma 1.

To establish the uniqueness result consider the map 0:ï^-L1(9(®9I, X)

given by 0(x)=Tx, where we define Tx(a®b)=axb (a, b e 91) and then

extend F by linearity and continuity to a map on 91®91. Since 91 is unital

this is an embedding, and has a continuous left inverse given by F\a>

T(e®e). Thus if 9) = L1(9I®9I, X)jO(X), 9) is a Banach 91-module, and

0 — X -* L\ïï ® 91, X) -* 9) — 0

satisfies the hypotheses of (ii). Thus using (ii) and (¡ii) we have

(1) H»(% 9J) g* H"^Cil, X)       (n ̂  1).

From (i), //°(9(, _) and /C°(9Í, _) are naturally equivalent. Using (ii) with

the above sequence, and (iii) we have

/F(9t, X) £* H°(% 9))/Im H°(% [¿(W ® % X)) & K*(% X).

The general result now follows by induction using (1).

1 The reader is warned that in the first printing of [3], the condition

//»(A, Homx(A ® A, M)) = {0}        (n > 0)
is misprinted.
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Remarks. Theorem 1 still holds if we replace ^ by the category (€x of

duals of unital Banach 2i-modules, and weak * continuous 21-module

homomorphisms. To see this, note first that if X is any Banach 21-module,

then L^SI®?!, £*)^[2t®21®2]*, while 2i®2í®3£ has an obvious 21-

module structure whose dual multiplication is that given on L1(3Í®2Í, X*).

Thus condition (iii) still holds. Further, since the embedding ö:X*->

L1(2Í®21, X*) is weak * continuous, the cokernel of 6 is also a dual

Banach 2I-module, and so the proof can be carried out within ifx.

A similar result holds if 2t, although not unital, has a bounded two

sided approximate identity. In this case the appropriate category <€i seems

to be all duals of neo-unital Banach 2t-modules, and weak * continuous

2l-module homomorphisms. Recall that an 2t-module X is neo-unital if,

for each x e X, there are a,b g 2t and^ g X such that x=ayb; equivalently,

by the module version of the Cohen factorisation theorem [1, VII 32.22],

for each xeX, \\exx—x\\->0, \\xex—x|-»-0, where {ea} is the bounded

approximate identity in 2t. This latter condition is easily verified for the

module 2í®21®3£, so La(^®2t, X*) is an object of &g. The next lemma,

stated in slightly more generality than we need at present, shows that (iii)

of Theorem 1 remains valid in this situation.

Lemma 2. Let 2t be a Banach algebra, and 3 an ideal in 21 containing a

bounded approximate identity. Let 23 be a Banach %-module, and X a

Banach space. Then

Hn{%, LH3 ® », **)) = {0}        (« ^ 1).

Proof. Let TeLn(% Z-HS®», X*}) and let {ej be the bounded

approximate identity in 3- Then T(-, • • • , -)(ea®") is a bounded net in

£,"(21, L,(23,3£*))=[2I® • • • ®2I®23®£]*; hence there is a subnet {ey}

such that T(-, • • ■ , -)(^®') ¡s convergent in the weak * topology. In

particular, given ax, ■ ■ ■ , an e 21, b e 23, then T(ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„)(ey(y)x) is

convergent in the weak * topology on X* to some member of X*.

Now suppose <5"+1T=0, and define

S(ax, ■ ■■ , an_x)(j ® b) = lim T(j, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an_x)(ey ® b),

where the limit is taken over the directed set corresponding to the subnet

{ey}. Then by the above S is well defined and extends to an element of

L"_1(2Í, T1(3®23, X*)). The calculation in Lemma 1 now shows, on

making obvious changes, that ônS=T, and the result follows.

Corollary 1. Theorem 1 remains true when 21 is a Banach algebra

with a bounded two sided approximate identity provided that the category íí

is replaced by the category (€2 of all duals of neo-unital Banach %-modules,

and weak * continuous 'il-module homomorphisms.
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Proof. It is clear that (i) and (ii) hold, while (iii) follows from Lemma

2, on putting 91=3 = 93. To establish the uniqueness, let {ex:aestf} be

the approximate identity in 91, let X be any neo-unital Banach 9[-module,

and for brevity write 9J=9I®9I®3£. Define 0:3£*->9J* by 0(f)=Tf
(fe X*), where Tf(a®b) = afb (a, b e 91). As before, Tf extends by linearity

and continuity to a map in 9)*.

If/, geX*, and Tf=Tg, then in particular, for a, ß e sé, xeX we

have {epxex,f—g)=0. Since eßxex~+x, this shows that/=g and hence 0 is

an embedding.

For fixed a, ß e sé, the map

ea ® e„:T*s+ T(ex ® eß)       (Te 9J*)

is in FJ(9)*, 3E*)^[9)*®3E]*. As a, ß vary this gives a bounded net in a

dual space, and hence a subnet {ey®e¿} weak * convergent to some

peDC$)*,X*). Further, for/eX*,

pTf(x) = lim ey ® eô(Tf)(x)       (x e X)

= lim(.v, eyfea) = lim(esxey,f)

= {*,/}-

where the limit in each case is taken over the directed set corresponding

to the subnet {ey®e}}. Thus pd(f)=f, andp is a left inverse for 0.

Finally, since 0:3£*^-9J* is weak * continuous, it is the dual of the

9i-module homomorphism 0*:9J—>X, and since 9) is neo-unital, so is

Ker 0*. We then have a split exact sequence 0^£*—►9)*->(Ker 0*)*-*4)

in ^a, and the result follows as in Theorem 1.

3. An application to centralizers. Let 91 be a Banach algebra with a

bounded approximate identity {ex}, and X an 9I-neo-unital 9I-module.

We may regard 91 as a closed ideal in A(9I), the algebra of double

centralizers, and there is then a unique way of extending the 9I-action on X

to a (unital) A(9l)-action; we define

A- x = lim(^0 -x,    x • A = lim x • (exA)       (xeX,Ae A(9I)).
a a

The following result was proved in [2, Proposition 1.9].

Theorem 2. Let 91 be a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate

identity, and let X be a neo-unital %-module. Then

//"(9Í, X*) ̂  //n(A(9Q, X*).

Proof. We define a sequence of functors on dual neo-unital modules

and weak * continuous 91-module homomorphisms by /l"(9í, X*) =

//n(A(9I), X*), AT"(9I, 0) = //n(A(9I), 0) («=0). We establish that #"(91, _)
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satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 in the category r€2; the isomorphism

then follows from the uniqueness proved in Corollary 1.

Clearly K°(% X*)s//°(2t, X*). Let/g //°(2I, X*), and xeX. Then if

A e A(2T), since X is neo-unital,

(x,A-f-f-A) = (ayb,A-f-f-A)       (a,be%,yeX)

= (ayb ■ A — A ■ ayb,f)

= (y, bA •/• a) - (y, b •/• Aa)

= 0

since fe //°(2I, X*), and A is a double centralizer. Since this holds for

each x e X, Af=fA and (i) follows. The exactness condition (ii) follows

immediately from the exactness of//"(A(2I), _)• Finally,

K"(% U(% ® 21, X*)) = //"(A(2(), LXCK ® 3Í, X*)) = {0}        (n ̂  1)

by Lemma 2, so (iii) holds.

4. An application to annihilator ideals. Let 21 be a Banach algebra

containing a closed ideal 3, and £ a Banach 21-module on which 3 acts

trivially; then 3E may also be considered as an 2I/3-module. The following

result was proved directly by Sinclair [4].

Theorem 3. Let 21 be a Banach algebra, and 3 a closed ideal in 21

containing a bounded approximate identity. Let X be any Banach %-module

which is annihilated by 3. Then //"(2t, 3E*)^//'!(2t/3, X*) (n^O).

Proof. We assume first that 21 and X are unital. If this does not hold,

we may adjoin an identity to 2( to obtain 21, and in a natural way X

becomes a unital 2í-module. Since (2I/3)~=2í/3, and since for «^0 we

have Hn(W,X)g^Hn(%X) [2, l.d], the general result follows from that

obtained in the unital case.

We define a sequence of functors on the category fx of duals of unital

2I/3-modules, and weak * continuous 2t/3-module homomorphisms, by

^"(21/3, X*) = H«(% X*),    K"(2i/3, 0) = //»(2t, 0)       (n ̂  0).

By the remark following Theorem 1, the isomorphism is established if

we show that A^"(2(/3, _) satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1

in^.

Since 3 annihilates X*,

//°(2I, X*) = {fe X*:af = fa (a e 2Í)}

= {fe X*:(a + 3)/-/(a + 3) (a + 3 e «/3)}

= //°(2t/3, X*),
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and (i) holds. The exactness condition follows immediately from the

exactness of //"(9I, _), and it remains to check condition (iii).

Let 9J=9I®9I/3®X and make 9) into a left 3-m°dule by defining
j • (a®a' + ^®x)=ja®a' + ^®x. Then by [2, Proposition 1.8] we know

that 3®9I/3®£ is closed in 9(®9í/3®3£, and that the sequence

0 — (3 ® 91/3 ê X)1 — LH9Í ® 91/3, **) -> F!(3 ® «/3.**) -* o

is split as a sequence of Banach spaces. Since

(3 ® */3 ® 3E)1 =i FH9I/3 ® 91/3, **),

we have a split exact sequence of Banach spaces

o -+ H(9t/3 ® 91/3, **) -»> l\% ® 91/3, **) -* ¿-K3 ® */3. **) -* o.

Giving each space the 91-module structure described before Lemma 1,

the above is an exact sequence of 9I-modules, and weak * continuous

9i-module homomorphisms. Taking 93=91/3 in Lemma 1, and applying

(ii) of Theorem 1, we have for «^ 1,

H"(% FH9I/3 ® 91/3, **)) S? Hn-*(%, DQ ® 91/3, **)) = 0    (« = 2)

by Lemma 2. Let T e H&(% UQ ® «/3,3E*)). Then using the Cohen

factorisation theorem [1, VII 32.26],

7\7 ® « + 3) = T(j2jx ® a + 3) = AîT/i ® a + 3)

= Tjx(j2 ® a + 3) = F(y2 ® 0 + 3) = 0.

Thus /F(9l, ̂ (91/31)91/3, 3£*)) = {0}, completing the proof.
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